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ELECTRONICSTRUCTUREOF CONJUGATEDPOLYMERS
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In thi s paper, I wi 11 revi ew recent work on certai n aspects
of the elect roni c structu re of conjugated polymers, and try to
make contact with the work on the electronic structure of short
~ligomers. It is impossible to cover this vast subject except by
19noring a great deal. I therefore do not pretend to be exhaus-
tive; instead I will cover a few topics of current concern and
hope that these overlap sufficiently with the interests of people
studying the properties of polydiacetylenes.

1 THE QUANTUMCHEMISTRYOF CONJUGATEDSYSTEMS

First, I will briefly remind you of the standard methods for
finding approximate wave functions for the states of conjugated
molecules (1). We work in the Born_Oppenheimer approximation
a1ways, so that we fi x the nuclear posi t ions and write the
electronic Hamiltonian as

H = l:{_ .!.'l~_
i 2

Zn 1 1E _ + - l: -} +
n rin 2 j*i rij

E
n>m

where Zn is the charge on the nth nucleus, "n is the position of
that nucleus and ri is the position of the ith electron. Of
course, the Schrodinger equation cannot be solved for such a
Hamiltonian if there is more than one electron, so we must resort
to approximate methods. The usual first approximation is to
assume that the electrons are each in one_electron orbitals which
are solutions to the Hartree Fod (HF) equations (2). These treat
each electron in the average field of all the other electrons, and
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yield one electron orbitals and energies. The HF approximation is
often very good, especially for ground state c~osed shell sys-
tems. To go beyond HF, one must use multiconflgUratlona~ methods
(3) or generalized valence bond methods4 or pseudopotentlals plus
density functional methods (5). All these methods. are tlme
consuming and expensive and have not yet been epp l t ed to many
polymeric systems.

In recent years, a pseudopotential_like method, the valence
effective Hamiltonian method (VEH) (6) has al so been used to
obtain HF-cal i ber one electron orbital s for polymers with 1ittle
computer time and expense.

Because all the ab-initio methods mentioned above are quite
time consuming, semi-empirical methods have been developed which
rep 1ace certa i n 1nteg ra 1s appea ri ng in the Hartree Fock equat ions
by parameters (or in Some cases, functions) chosen so that the
results fit the spectral properties of certain model compounds.
Some of these methods are the Huckel model, Hubbard model,
Pariser-Parr-pople (PPP), CNDO, MNDO, ... (7). Since the first
three of these methods are related and have played a significant
rol e inthe work of the last few years, I will di scuss them inmore detail.

The PPP model is the most complete modal in this hierarchy
(of Huckel, Hubbard and PPP), and it begins with the HF equations
for the one electron ~-molecular orbitals of a conjugated mole-
cule. Only n orbital s are conSldered so all the (J electrons are
lumped together with the nuclear potential to form a "core"
Hamiltonian, hcore• Each carbon nUCleus has one p atomic orbital
(for simplkity I consider planar systems), calledzu

n
, n labelling

the nucleus. Note that the molecular orbitals are linear coeff,-
cients i~ this linear combination we are trying to find. In the
HF equat t ons for the molecular orbitals there will be one electron
integra 1s, Coulomb integrals and exchange i nteg ra 1s, A11 of these
can be written as sums of integral s over atomi c orbital s , The
semi -empi ri ca 1 ~ature. of the PPP method enters here: these inte-
grals over atomlc orbltals are parameterized by comparing the
final results with the ex erimental results for the spectrum of
benzene, for example. us, one e ectron integrals become

<un(l) Ihcore(l) Jun, (1» = B(r
nn
,)

while two electron integrals are
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The zero differential overlap (ZOO) approximation has been made
here so that only two center integrals are considered. Note that

Y(O) " u-o

Y(r) -.!. asr r+=

The PPP model keeps all the one and two center two electron inte-
grals, solves for the HF molecular orbitals (within these approxi-
mations) and compares the result to experiment. The Hubbard model
neglects all the y except Y(O) ("U). The Huckel model neglects
all the y including U.

The PPP model has been found to be an excellent approximation
for many small plana r conj ugated mol ecul es such as ben zene , naph-
thalene, etc. (7) A standard parameterization gives (in benzene)

U - 11 eV
B(nearest neighbor) - 2.4 eV
Y(r) = U(1+0.6r2)-1/2 (r in A)

Even though the PPP model has been successful, it was recogni zed
quite early that using single determinational wave functions was
overly restrictive, and to obtain better results, configuration
lnteraction with other determinants should be included. Karplus
and co-workers (8) have used thi s procedure to take the PPP model
further than before.

Since the Hubbard and Huckel model s are approximations to the
PPP model, they are bound to be less reliable. However, when used
cleverly, they can be qualitative and even semi_quantitative
guides to the electronic structure.

b T~e MNDOmethod pioneered by Dewar (9) has p~oved itself to
e rellable and semi-quantitative for the geometnes of small
~rganic molecules and has been used recently (10) to study the
.efect in polyenes as has the PPP method (11). The results are
1n 'reasonably good agreement.

Another way of dealing with these semi_empirical methods is
~o wr;~e down the Hamiltonian, in operator form,.aft,;r all the
PprOX1mations have been made. The PPP Hamilton1an 1S then
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thi s many electronand" labels the spin of the electron. Once to solve the
Hamil toni an has been written down, we do not ha~~ Schrodi nger
Hartree_Fock problem, but can attempt to sol ve ~ e attempted
equation exactl:!. Recently. Soos and CO-w?rkers a~esults.
this within a valence bond approach (12) wlth good

nda rd HubbardNote that if all the Ynn, are ne~lected. the st~ (By the.
Hamiltonian results with its correlatlon parame~er. ntained withIn
way. the U term. although a two electron term, l~ COWOUldnot
the standard HF approXimation. so a quantum chern)t st Note further
label it a .£orrelation term, but a Coulomb term. I Hucke!
that if U is neglecteCi in addition to Y

nn
,. the generaHamiltonian results.

. . t for di scus-
This Hamiltonian is also a useful startlng porn d Y ,

sing electron phonon interactions. If we expand 8nn~h:~ fo~naround the equilibrium geometry of the structure soexample

o
8nn, ~ 8nn, + «~un-Uno) + '"

dis the'"'' < t s 'h, "''''M ph"" "'P""9 ""'to",,, '. t .on If,,,' vatt on "' th, "th nuct,", '.., trs """ br '0 posi 5' •
,"", 0" '" m ~""t". th, "'., It,",,, ""w" the "'''0'
5, hr t "'''. ~'9" (131 (SSH) "'0' It",,, "''" th, "b,f"sHamiltonian for the cores is added. Thus. the SSH mode 1
identical to Huckel theory With" bond elastic energy (I).

2 APPLICATIONTO POlYENES

2.1 Electronic Structure for Re ular Geometries

Th, po """ ho" "'" """ " tn th, ''''',' and ,pp """;: Isby "'"'''' '",,",", "" th, lest th,,,, '''''0 Th, ear l ~ of'"~'" >e' b, ~'''" (J ) 0 "" 'PO".", cues t ,,, '" th, ,,, 9 If
th, ,pt,,,, g.p .hloh ~"" t, " th, '" '''"' "'''0'' '''9''0 19h.
oll th, b"" "" of ,~., ''"9th " th" oll t h, "''''' t", 1
hoc ,', "" '0'" 0 t"," ~'.,' 'h,"" p"" '" thot th, opt<""g., "'," "" ,pp" " No t.. "~b" " '0",', bo", '" tI. ~;~,'Polyene. goes to lnflnity. Salem and longUet-HigglnS (1) no
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that if bond a1ternat i on were allowed, then the gap pers i sted as
N+=, and, in addition, the bond alternated structure had a lower
total energy than the equal bond length structure. (This is an
example of a Peierls instabil ity (13).)

If within the Huckel model there are just two B's, Blong and
Bshort, (correspondi ng to a fi xed bond-alternated geomet ry) gi ven
by

Blong = B(l+o)

Bshort = B(l-o)

then the gap is gi ven by flE=4Bo as N+~.

The optical gap for short chain polyenes was computed in the
PPPmodel by Johnson and Peacock (14) who found that even in the
equal bond case (0=0), there seemed to be a gap as N+oo.

The gap has also been computed in the Hubbard model in the
equal bond length geometry by Li eb and Wu (15)who found a nonzero
gap as long as u*O. Thus, the optical gap can be caused solely by
the electron-electron interactions. In the alternating bond
structure in the Hubbard model, no exact solution is known, but a
meanfield result (16) leads to a gap, s,

fl = [{fl(0=0)}2 + {4Bo}2J1/2.

The exact optical gap in the PPP model for an infinite bond
alternated structure is not known; however, it is clear that
electron interactions can play an important role in the size of
the gap.

~nother important question is whether single determ~nat~onal
funct~ons (i .e , within the Huckel or Hartree Fod approxlmatlons)
descnbe the lowest excited states of polyenes correctly. In the
last ten years (17) it has become clear from both experiment and
theory that the low~st excited state of even polyenes with more
than th~ee double bonds is not the B1u state reach7d by the
absorpt 1on of light, but a second A1g state access 1b1e by two
photon absorption. Thus the Hartree Fock model, although a very
good description of the B1u excited state, is not good at .all for
th~ lowest excited state. At the present time, the behavlOr of
thlS A1g state (and other such states) as the polyene grows longer
1 s compTete 1y unknown, although a valence bond descri pt i on of thi s
s~ate resembles a sol iton-antisol iton pai r of the SSH model, but
Wlthi n a ri gi d geomet rs :
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d the exact energ1eSWithi n the I ast yea r, Soos (I2) has. fo~n the PPP modeI,
" ths po I ',"" " to ". d"bJ, oo"d, ." h '" f"" neutrel
aSsuming a bond alternated geometry wIth (\;O~07. ~s and radicals.
~I""" ... d ,,",I bOOd,,,,.,,, 'OJ """" '~, "m ~'"'
Th" b"", If" ~,' " so "'" <h" the ~'""" d a "'" era ,
' "''' """. '''~'''' I b,,,,.. <h" So", has :";;"" that the<h, "",y or ''''ye"" "' t.h 'h" b''''<h',"gh. e ) 'OJ the
pp '"'' ct t on ('''h'" t he ''"'''''' ~"" onec 'b";:4.4 'V). for
.. ", ca I "Pl' '"' '" for- 'OJ '''~ i s 4.56 'V (exp 4 0 'V (",'.3.'P'"'''" ,." 'V ("OJ -4.0 'V), "d '''' ,.,""~ ", 3B "
ev), While the prediction for the 2Alg vertlcal gap) \n ;xtrapola.
(expt 3.

6
'V) .. , 'OJ ,eo,,,,, 3.4 ,y ("pt'3.1 ,y ; 'V) 1 "0<'

t ton ,,, , •• "'" .. "Plf", go, " 2.• ,y ("".,. " .. ,,""
~ ",",", '''' <hf, d1"~, .. ," (,) '''' " b""d '''" , ••
lb',,"gh,,", <h' ","lI"~,(b) """,r"",, "',,''''' m,:,,,;,if.",
" """ "" " <h' '10 "'" """" '" (0 ) ,,-. '"',," "," 9'OM<h" ,,,,.,, .. , , .. " f "o, ,,, 'h" '""" d"" <h' 2A" d""Th.at infinite N? Where are the other A

1g
states? Can we

them as a band of sOliton-antisol iton Bound states?

tions, it has
A1<h,"gh <h, So", ~,' ~, "f '" f",,,,,. oJ q "" • ""also answered others with finality. For example, It IS

"'" '"" 'y " '" <h" ,,, ,,"" b' <h. """ "' ,,,' ye"" U "" I'''"',,,,,,,,, ~'"", "'","'"""'",, ,"'''''''""' . ( ","
"b"" ) • If lb,Y ''" '''' "Ol. '.. '" "" "", '""OJ"i12) h"densities in radicals, etc. are given incorrectly. Soosa careful discussion of all this.

1...2 £1ect ron_ Phonon Interact i 0'!2.

f spin 1/2
A, ~ I'" (J) PO, Pl, ""'. ' .. ",",""" "M""" ""

'" ''', " 1"'" po, ""' 'h"" .., "'" d1" """ by """ '"' •'''",I,y (IB) ,,, 1962. Th,y '~"" lb, ~,.,' ""'Ill"","", ,"b"", "',''''',' (f." """"d) 'h"" ,,,'hl'h "" 1/2 "':f'.", '"'''''' b, h,.,,,,,~ ''''''('f"'I,) bP", "".'"'' ",.,'" '" 'h",,, '.. Ph'""' lb, '" '"'' , ""• Th,y d" ,," ,II
Ih, ","'," ,,,~'" '''','''h,d"", '"'h" 'h, ''''''''','" ,,,,,,,,,,,, 'h"p. ",,". ","" "' " lOn", " lb" '''''ih'they estImated the creation energy of SUch a defect and thus

"""b" "' ,~, 'pi", '" '''''' POI,,", 'h"", " _ '~''''''';,.(I,,,,, 'h" 'h" """"" "" 'h, '''''''''d''",,,, """,",' ,SUch systems.) Two important features of thl s structure were

' I '" 'y ~'"""' ~d ,,, lb, ""''' <h, '" ,", '"" 1d '" '" "" ",,, 'p", " ""' 1ned (l.,• de,,", "', ',",,", """) "d lb:

h

""easy moveme~t of the defect (domain wall). However, these au
did "Ol ""hoe ,~, lb, _"gy '"'' by ",,,~,. '''' ,,,.,, " ,
Spread was large. In 1979, Su, Schrieffer, and Heeger examTne
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this model again (13), and repaired this oversight.

By allowing the bond alternation to change continuously
through the defect and taki ng S(r) from the quantum chemi sts
sta~dard formulary, SSH showed that the optimized geometry was a
sollton-l ike structure. That is, the difference in bond 1engths
in a unit cell varied as tanh (n/~) where n numbers the unit cell
(n=Oat the center of the defect) and ~ is a parameter givi ng the
w1dth of the defect. SSH, using the Huckel model, found ~=7 for
the neutral and charged solitons (SO, S+, S_). The seminal work
of SSH1ed to an enormous interest in the theoret i ca 1 descri pt ion
of thi s system.

. The interaction between defects on a polyene. chain were con-
S(ldered withi n the SSH model by Maki et al , (19), Bredas et al ,
10) and Bishop et al. (21). The lattertwo qroups notedtli'at

although like-charged defects do not bind together, a neutral and
a charged defect wi 11 bi nd to form a polaron (or radi ca 1- ion) on
the chain. Thus the complete SSH model must include the possible
formation of polarons, and other defects (21).

Other authors have attempted to look at the effect of elec-
tron interactions (correlation) on these structures in a variety
of ways. Some have added a Hubbard U term to the basic SSH
Hamiltonian (22,23,24) and showed that as long as U<4,7 eV, the
baste results of SSH are largely unaffected. The "true" value of
U 1S not known with accuracy; however, it is likely to be close.
enough to the critical U to be disturbing. If U>4.7 eV, there 1S
an undimerized spin density wave state which is lower in energy
than the normal solution. Aslangul (24) has an interesting
dlScussion on this. J. Fukutome and sasai (11,25) have tried to
solve the PPP Hamiltoni an withi n the unrestricted Hartree Fock
~pproxi mat ion, and fi nd both SOWand COWsol ut ions, although the
ormal bond-alternated sol uti on does seem to be the best

description of the electronic structure here. As we pointed out
above, Soos' (12) methods have not yet been applied to long
polyenes.

Another approximate scheme MNOO,has been appl i ed to the
study of defects (10,26) in long polyenes. Thi s. self:consistent
method allows the inclusion of electron interact10ns 1n an
approximate way and leads to predictions similar to those of the
SSHmodel. For example the neutral defect is studied by exaining
~ 41 carbon atom polyen~ with a center of symmetry: This forces
he defect to be centered in the middl e of the chat n , The MNOO

results show the standard tanh structure but with ~=3 (instead of
~=7 from the Huckel model) The charged defects were treated in
the same manner and it was' found that ~=5 for the positive and ~<3
for the negative solitons. Note however that the tanh form was
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found in all cases. These authors also discussed the struct~re of
the orbital which is singly occupied in the neutral. defect (l.e.
mid-gap orbital). The result~ of the MNDOcalcul~tlon are rn good
semi-quantitative agreement with the UHF results In the PPP
model (25).

In spite of thei r simpl i city and inexact character, the
application of semi-empirical Hamiltonians and methods to the
electronic structure of polyenes has proven to be an extremely
fertile endeavor ,all owing a better understanding of experiments
and giving rise to simple models of immense utility.

3 QUANTUMCHEMISTRYOF POLYMERS

In the past few years, the work of Ladi k , Andre, Karpfen,
Suhat , Kerstesz and others (27) has led the way to a greater. u~d~r
standing of the electronic structure of polymers. Using ab-j ni t lo
methods mainly, these authors have Shown that high quality elec-
tronic structure calculations can be done on polymers in the same
way as on semiconductors and metals. At the same time, semi-
empirial methods have been applied to this problem with success.)
Duke et al , (28) have used CNDOmethods, while Bredas et al , (29
have usedvalence effective Hamiltonian (VEH) methods.--

The curr~nt status of ab-initio calculations on the ground
30state propertIes of polymers is given in the review by Karpfen.

The band structures and densities of states of polyacetylene (and
polyethylene) are given in the crystal orbital method (Hartree
Fock with periodic boundary conditions). Correlation effects have
been treated by Suhai (31) in order to study the optical band gap.
Alth?ugh progress is surely being made in this field, the effort
requIred per calculation is large, and it is important that
approximate and semi -empi ri ca 1 methods be developed One such
method which has proven to be very useful is the vaience effective
Hami~toni an (VEH) method mentioned above. Thi sis a method for
ob~alning molecular one-electron Hamiltonians from first
prlnciples and has been worked out by Nicolas and Durand (6,32).
The effective Fock operator of the molecule is assumed to be the
sum of the kinetic energy and the various atomic potentials in themolecule:

Feff

where Vf!. is the effect i ve potent i a1 of atom A. For computat i ona 1
ease, sImple nonlocal atomic potentials are chosen of the form of
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Gaussian projectors:

v = E E E C" I A A IA t m ij lJ ,tm Xitm>< Xjtm

where the summations over t and m define the angular dependence of
VA. The numerical coefficients Cij tm are independent of m in the
case of spheri ca 1 symmet ry, which w~ usua 11Y cons i der. The func-
tions are normalized Gaussians:

Xitm = Ni exp[-air2]Ytm(O,$)

~iis ~he normal ization factor and Ytm denotes the usual spherical
arnomcs , Note that only 1s and 2p Gaussian Cartesian functions
are used.

The parameterizations of the linear coefficients, C, and the
nonlinear exponents, a, first require valence SCF calculations on
modelmolecul es by a theoret i ca 1 pseudopotent i a1 method with an
STO-3Gminimal basis set and a double zeta basis set. The model
molecules chosen to parameteri ze carbon and hydrogen atomic
poten-tials were ethane, transbutadiene, and acetylene (29); for
s(ulf~r and <:arbon linked to sulfur, dimeth~l sulfide .and thio~hene
29), for nl-trogen and carbon linked to nltrogen, dlmethylamlne
and pyrrole (33). For each molecule, the Fock operator is
constructed as:

whe~ethe summat i on is over all occupi ed states; the valence
orbltals $u are taken from the minimal basis set calculation and
the corresponding monoelectronic energies "u from the double zeta
calcul at ion. The choi ce of thi s theoret i ca 1 Fock operator 1eads
;~ valence effective Hamiltonians providi~g doub~e. zeta accuracy
r monoelectronic energies when solved wlth a mlnlmal set. The

~~r~m~teri zat i on of the atomi c potentia 1sis then determi ned by
nlmlZing the quantity

~ (F-Feff I F-Fefflmolecule B

Wherethe summat i on runs over the model molecul es used for a gi ven
~~t of atomic potentials. (F-FeffIF-Feff) denotes the ~calar pro-
ct of F-Feff with itself in the subspace of the occupled valence

orbitals. On the model molecules standard deviations betwe~n the
:~/nergies produced by using the' valence effective Hamiltonl~ns

double zeta energies are of the order of 0.015 a.u., and rn no
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case larger than 0.2 a ,u, The position of the hi~hest occupied
orbital is especially well-produced _ a result WhlCh lends contt-
dence in obtaining good ionization potential estimates.

No information pertaining to the excited states is included
in the atomic potential s , As a result, no special attention
should in principle be given to the unoccupied levels. However,
for the pl anar systems consi dered previ ous1y, surpri si ngly good
agreement between experiment and theory has been obtained for the
lowest optical energy transition (29).

The extension of the VEHmethod to polymer calculations is
st ra i ghtforwa rd. The effect i ve operator ta kes the form:

the summat~ons over g and A running, respectively, over the
polymer unt t cells and the atoms present in one cell. The band
st~uctu~e E(k) of the pOlymer, where k is a point in the first
Br1llouln zone of the polymer, is obtained from eigenvalues of the
set of secul ar equations:

£.(k) .£(k) = 2(k) .£(k) E(k)

t(k) ~nd 2(k) are the Fock and overlap matrices between Bloch .
un7tlOns and .£(k) collects the coefficients of the linear comb,-
natlons of Block functions that provide the crystalline orbitals,

The main advantages of the VEHtechnique are that it is
comp1ete1~ theoretical and gives ab-initio double zeta qualitY
~e~u tSl wlth negligible computer time since only one_electron
~~m~~~:eV:~~i~~d~e evaluated and SCF iterative cycles are

not b~t must be poi nted out that the VEHatomi c potent i a1shave
shou1 /~/~~:~et:~~ zed for geometry opt imi zati on purposes and
For systems Who~~ geometric parameters close to equil ibriu~. the
case of the major·rom~trles are experimentally unknown (as ~~ d)
we must make use ~/ ~h the 1arge 01 i gomers and polymers stu ':bl;
input geOmetries A~ "e~ ~echniques in order to obtain reas~n
sets, rapidly be~ome -lnltlo te7hniques, even with small baslS
considered. As a re tf~ expenslve when large compou~d~ are "th a
method such as MNDO. su we often use geometries optlmlZed Wl

The results for po1yacety1ene, polydiacetylenes, polyphen-
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ylene, polypyrrole and other polymers using the VEHmethod have
been published. A comparison between the ab-initio Hartree-Fock
crystal orbital results and the VEHresul ts on polyacetyl ene shows
perfect agreement for minor detail s , It seems therefore that the
VEHmethod is an inexpensive way to derive excellent one electron
energies and wave functions for the ground state of polymers.

4 CONCLUSIONS

At the present time, ab-initio Hartree-Fock and VEHmethods
can yield reliable ground state one electron properties.
Carre 1at ion energi es requi re more effort and a re not yet avail ab1e
for many systems.

Semi-empirical methods (MNDO,CNDO, PPP, and its variants
Hubbard and Huckel) yield semi_quantitative information on both
ground and excited state properties.

With the advent of supercomputers we will soon see tremendous
advances in both areas. I expect that effects of impurities and
dopants, interchain effects and solid state effects will become
amenable to attack using these methods in the near future.
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